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Abstract: This paper presents the problem of protecting the transmission of medical images. The presented
algorithms will be applied to images .This work presents a new method that combines image encryption, data
hiding and segmentation technique for safe medical image transmission purpose. This method is based on the
combination of public and private keys ciphering. The medical image and patient information is embedded then
we segment the embedded image into two parts using segmentation. The encryption algorithm with public and
private key is applied to the two parts of embedded image. We segment the embedded message into two parts
and then first part is encrypted by receiver public key using RSA algorithm and second part is encrypted by
sender private key using RSA algorithm and then we desegment the encrypted parts and send the message to the
receiver . In receiver side when message is arrived then receiver segment the message in two parts and decrypt
the first part by receiver private key using RSA algorithm and second part by sender public key using RSA
algorithm. Then apply desegmentation and extraction so that we can find original message. So message is more
secured because in single image we use two different key in two parts of image using segmentation without key
sharing .We have applied and showed the results of our method to medical images.
Keywords: Encryption, Data hiding, Decryption, segmentation, Steganography.

I. INTRODUCTION
The amount of digital medical images have increased rapidly in the Internet. The necessity of fast and
secure diagnosis is vital in the medical world. Nowadays, the transmission of images is a daily routine and it is
necessary to find an efficient way to transmit them over the net. In this paper we propose a new technique to
cipher an image for safe and denoised transmission. Our research deals with image cryptography, data hiding
and segmentation. There are several methods to encrypt binary or grey level images [1,2,3]. Image
segmentation is the process of dividing an image into sections, regions, or parts [5] [6].
In past existing method sender encrypts the original image using an encryption key to produce a ciphered
image, and then a data-hiding method Embeds additional data into the ciphered image using data-hiding key
But there was a problem of sharing the key to the receiver because when sender sends the key either by
embedding with the encrypted image or by other way like mail and telephone then anyone will get the key then
he can decrypt the message. To resolve this problem we use public and private key method using
segmentation. [7].
In the Section 2, firstly we present segmentation. Section 3, we describe data hiding 4,
RSA algorithm Encryption Section 5, we describe the combination method. Section 6 Expected outcomes.

II. SEGMETATION TECHNIQUE
A. The Segmentation Method

Segmentation is one of the early methods in image analysis. segmentation is the process of dividing a
digital image into many sets . Implementation of image segmentation expand from filtering of noised images,
binary imaging, visualize objects in satellite images and many other fields. [8]

III. DATA HIDING /WATERMARKING
Data-hiding can be a method to make safe image transmission .For applications related with images,
the data-hiding objective is to embed a message inside the image. Information can be hidden with success in
text, image, audio/image, and protocol file formats. There are two main groups of information hiding
techniques: techniques in the spatial domain and techniques in the transform domain. Spatial domain techniques
generally involve manipulation of pixel intensity. Lossless image formats are most suited for spatial domain
techniques .The most well-known technique of information hiding in the image domain is Least Significant Bit
(LSB) algorithm. In this algorithm, the least significant bit, which will affect pixel color the least, is examined
and either changed or not changed so that it matches the bit that is to be embedded. The algorithm can either
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adjust every least significant bit or, for greater security, adjust only every nth bit with n being known only to the
message recipient thus Providing and additional level of security. [9]

IV. PUBLIC KEY CRYPTOSYSTEM
In public key cryptosystem, decryption and encryption can be separated and communication parties
needn’t prior exchanged keys can establish a secure communications since the key for decryption and
encryption are different. This is a good solution to the traditional cryptography system in network
communication. The features of public-key cryptosystem as follows. For every user produces a pair of keys
(public key and private key) and public key is public while private key is confidential. It is very difficult from
public key to conclude private key. When A and B communicate, A can obtain B’s public key in any way then
use the key to encrypt information. The encrypted messages can be sent through any unsafe way. After receiving
the cryptograph, B can use his own private key to decrypt the cryptograph and recover the communication
information expressly.[10]
The method for RSA algorithm is as follows.[10][11]
(1) find two large primes p, q;
(2) n = p * q, z = (p - 1) * (q-1);
(3) select a number e which is less than n and prime to z, so that e and z have no common factors;
(4) select another number d, where (e*d - 1) is divisible by z;
(5) the public key is (n, e) and the private key is (n, d);
(6) for a message m, if the cipher text is c, decryption and
encryption process as follows.
encryption: c = m ^ e mod n.
decryption: m = c ^ d mod n.

V. DESCRIPTION OF COMBINATION OF THE METHODS
In this section we describe how it is possible to combine the techniques of encryption, data hiding and
segmentation in image. Indeed, we constructed a new method with encryption, data hiding algorithm with
segmentation for the image, the encryption based on public private key for the image with segmentation method.
For example, if a medical doctor M wants to send by network, a medical image to a specialist S, it should be
made in a safe way. To do that, we embed the medical image and patient information .the doctor M can segment
medical image in two parts and then first part is encrypted by receiver public key using RSA algorithm and
second part is encrypted by sender private key using RSA algorithm and then we desegment the embedded
encrypted image to the receiver . In receiver side when message have arrived then receiver segment the
message into two parts and then decrypt the first part by receiver private key using RSA algorithm and second
part by sender public key using RSA algorithm Then apply de segmentation and extraction to recover the
original image. We have applied and showed the expected results of our method to medical images.

VI. EXPECTED OUTCOME
The Fig.4(a) is the original image. We encode the original Image and get Fig. 4(b) and apply data
hiding on Fig.4(b) with patient information and get Fig. 4(c) then we apply steganography and then we get
coverd image as shown in Fig 4(d) and after that deliver the Fig 4(d) to the receiver side.

Fig.1 The original image
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Fig.2 The embedded image

Fig.3 The segmented then encryted image

Fig.4 The encrypted desegmented image

VII.

CONCLUSION

In this method A mix approach of encryption, watermarking and segmentation is applied. So in the
Previous method less security and more noise is found so we have applied more security and In the receiver side
we have applied reversible combined method on encrypted desegmented image So that we find more secured
and denoised medical image.
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